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Purpose of the program

Program Exp - CopyLOT was developed , as an plug-in  to the  МetaТrader 4 of MetaQuotes 
company and its use is to organize synchronized trade on  few copies of trading terminals MT4 
This task is executed by an information transfer about the point-of-sale actions of trader 
from a master-terminal to other copies of MT4, slave terminals. Thus, other copies of 
MT4 can be started both on a computer with a master-terminal and on other computer, 
accessible through a local network. Functionally  Exp - CopyLOT   consists of two 
separate scripts:

1. EXP _ COPYLOT_MASTER - trading commands sender.Started on master terminal.
2. EXP _ COPYLOT_CLIENT- recipient of trading commands. Started on one or a 

few slave terminals. For every slave account a separate terminal is required.
3. Possibilities of Exp - CopyLOT:
• Translation of actions of trader from a master-terminal to a few slave terminals. 

The amount of slave terminals on one computer is limited by the resources of a 
concrete computer. Slave terminals can be connected to any  DC. Mainly, that DC 
supported work with accounts through MT4 and quoted identical character sets 
(trading instruments).

• The transmission of trading commands is executed unnoticed for a trader, so that 
nothing will  distract him. The unique inconvenience is the additional opened 
chart for the adviser-transmitter of trading commands. But also this chart can be 
used for graphic constructions, for the analysis of market situation and for hand 
trade.

• On a master-terminal a trader can use any trading  instruments, but here he look 
for the availability of in-use by him instruments on all slave terminals. Otherwise 
an adviser-receiver will not be able to execute a trading command. 

IMPORTANT READ BEFORE USE!!!
Do not use the COPYLOT, when you are not sure in his need and has no right understanding of the 

algorithm 

Install the COPYLOT only on a blank terminal, without putting on him additional indicators or scripts… 
Use a separate graph with the currency pair EURUSD

Do not install 2 pairs of the COPYLOT using 1 data file . If you wish to use 2 pairs of the COPYLOT Master-
Client use different data files (PathWrite-PathRead)

If you are not sure about the use of a certain function – please send your question through the contact 
form on our website http://www.expforex.com/index/exp_copylot_v1_programma/0-187

Do not handle the COPYLOT to third persons , as it could cause errors on owners account.

D not use the COPYLOT with scalping strategies , and on servers that have often latencies and requots

http://www.expforex.com/index/exp_copylot_v1_programma/0-187
http://www.metaquotes.ru/


System installation
To install the system please launch the file Exp - COPYLOT_INSTALL.exe and follow the 
wizard as shown below .



Please show the folder of the terminal from which the signals will be copied 

This is the setup of the MASTER part of the system.



The next step if the installation will be the setup of client part of the 
system:

Please show the folder of the terminal to which the signals will be 
copied 



This is the installation of the client part.

The system is installed on 2 terminals: MASTER and CLIENT



System Launch:
On master terminal launch the script EXP_COPYLOT MASTER:

more about the settings read below.



On client terminal launch the script EXP_COPYLOT CLIENT:

more about the settings read below.



System settings:

Master script : 
Parammetrs Overview
pathWrite File path which will store the information about current positions - 

orders (do not change without experience)

SymbolToCopy Copy character. The character which will be copied on client part, if 
empty - copies all character /instruments

typeToCopy Copy type
-1 = all
0 = only BUY
1 = only  SELL

MagicToCopy Copying magic
-1 = All
0  = only hand opened
Nnn – magic number which will be copied

SLEEPING Delay between execution of code

Client script : 
Parametr Description
pathREAD File path which will store the information about current positions - orders (do 

not change without experience)
Magic Magic number open/close (do not change without experience) intended, for 

the use of the system on few master-terminals, and also for authentication of 
positions of the system.

PreFixSymbol The prefix of the copying character. If on client terminal(accepting) have 
Characters prefix, put the value of prefix in exactness, for example character:
 EURUSDamfx
PreFixSymbol=amfx

LotRiskFromMaster Get the master lot risk. -  Which risk is used on the master in relation to his 
balance,that risk should be used on the client in relation to his balance.

LotExp Client lot=(client balance /master balance)*master lot*user variable, When 
1(make default 1) risk equals to master, accordingly this 0,5 is 2 time smaller, 
2- is 2 times bigger etc.

Lot Lot for opening, if 0 - to open master on a lot, it is otherwise possible to put a 
lot  which will be opened at the transfer of transactions

RiskLot If RiskLot=0, Lot transaction will be considered on Lot. If it is not, transaction on 
client terminal will be opened with Lot in % Risklot from free facilities

KoefLot If 0 - disabled. If a coefficient costs that on a slave terminal - client, positions 
are proposed with a coefficient, for example coef=0.1, on master 1 - on a client 
1*0.1=0.1

TakeProfitCopy Copy takeprofit
StopLossCopy Copy stoploss 
 MarketWatch  True - for NDD brokers and accounts, in which is forbidden to select stops at 

the same time with opening
ReverseCopy To invert transactions(Teyk and stop - inverted also) At the transfer of 

transactions – they are inverted,
Master – buy



Client - sell

PendingOrdersCopy To copy the set aside orders
PricePointSlip Rejection in a price by copying, for example if to put on 100 then the order 

position  will be copied only if the cost of client does not go away with master 
more than on 100 points.

ProfitCopyOnly To copy profitable positions only. From Master account will be copied only 
those transactions which went out in +

OnlyProfitPips             Profit point amount for transaction copy
NewTradeONLY Copy new transactions only. Only  those transactions which were opened 

already after the start of Client are copied only. All transactions which were 
opened to the start of the program — will not be taken in to account

PositionsToOrders If Paramter Pricepointslip!=0 and  the cost of opening of position on master 
differs from a current price on a client more than on Pricepointslip of points(4 
or 5 the sign is considered on a client) in this case Positions of master grow 
into the warrants of client, for example on master buy, a price went away 
downward — on a client sell is opened.

SLEEPING Delay between execution of code 
ComentShow Shows in comments transactions from master account (for information 

purpose)

ClosePosbyMaster Close client position if master position is closed
My_STOPLOSS Possibility to set the stop loss on transactions from the current cost of opening, 

if you disable Closeposbymaster=false transaction will work on their own stop 
loss/ take profit

My_TAKEPROFIT Possibility to set the take profit on transactions from the current cost of 
opening,  if you disable Closeposbymaster=false transaction will work on their 
own stop loss/ take profit

VirtualStopLossTakeProfit Long-awaited function, virtual stoploss and teykprofit from master, on a 
client positions are proposed without stops, works virtual stops which are 
not visible to the server.!

TrailingStopUSE Use   trailingstop for opened positions  

IfProfTrail Only   for profit transactions — no loss mode  
TrailingStop Distance   from where the trailing gets on  
TrailingStep StopLoss modification step
BeZubitok True –   Turn on no Loss mode! Stop and Take copying switches to OFF!  
LevelWLoss When the prize get x points 
LevelProfit  "n"   amount of points  
Sounds Turn on Sound open, close and modifications of orders 



Agreement on how to use Exp - CopyLOT.

This Agreement about the use of Exp - COPYLOT is an agreement between you, by an end user, 
and author,  speaker under the pseudonym of EXPFOREX. Deciding to purchase the program 
Exp - COPYLOT, you are obligated to execute all terms of this agreement.

1. By the possessor of absolute property titles on the program  Exp - COPYLOT and its 
developer is the author, and a right is passed to you only on the use of the program Exp 
- COPYLOT. Registration of the program  Exp - COPYLOT is not required and limitation 
of term of its use is not present.

2. To purchase the program Exp - COPYLOT you can only for an author. All another ways 
of acquisition of the program Exp - COPYLOT is illegal and can be pursued by law.

3. For the program Exp - COPYLOT is foreseen the unassured technical support, that, on 
all questions the uses of the program

4. Program Exp - COPYLOT does not have limits on the methods of the use. It means that 
you can set the program Exp - COPYLOT on any amount of computers and to use 
without limitations.

5. All rights, not given here obviously, are saved after an author.
6. Program Exp - COPYLOT is supplied on principle of "as is". No guarantees are added 

and not foreseen. you use the program  Exp - COPYLOT on the fear and risk and will 
not have no claims to the author, whatever consequences of the use of the program 
Exp  - COPYLOT were.

7. An author will carry no responsibility for any possible harm, inflicted you in connection 
with the use or impossibility of the use of the program Exp - COPYLOT, even if an 
author was warned of possibility of such harm.

8. An author is not under an obligation to inform you about the output of update version 
of the program                           Exp - COPYLOT or about the change of this agreement. 
you must independently watch after news on the site of original Exp programmer - 
COPYLOT.

9. Acquisition by you program Exp - COPYLOT for an author means that you accept all 
provisions of this agreement and agree with them. If you do not agree with the terms of this 
agreement, you must not acquire the program Exp - COPYLOT for an author. Transferred 
money will not be  returned under no circumstances.

Nobody, except for the author of Exp  - COPYLOT has no authority to change text of this 
agreement.

Purchasing the complete version of the system is possible here: 
http://mqlsoft.net/shop/5/desc/copy



How to connect 2 invest accounts(2 Masters) on  1 account(client) and 
take signals over different traders on the 1 account.

Terminal installation:



Program installation: 



Settings of terminals ofClient1 And Client2, on a 1 terminal, on 2 different charts of EURUSD 
H1 (Tuning of example is in an archive)

So looks terminal of client, I.e. Your main account, where signals will come:



Setting of the master terminal: 



So Look 3 adjusted terminal: 

Example of transactions, open buy and sell on mastere1 and master 2 - On Client terminal buy and 
sell(Tuning on plumb lines and all others is possible to look in instruction) is opened accordingly

So looks the opening of an other pair buy sell.

In the comments you can see the master-terminal ticket number:

Archive with all pictures and tuning in attachment.



A system connection schema by the principle “Only profit transactions”

For Windows7/Vista users

In the operating system Windows 7 algorithm the UAC algorithm was considerably improved , now it is  
not limited to simple start and turning off. User can change the degree “of the nuisance ” OF UAC in four 
gradations. We recommend the using of a next-to-last level of the protection: “To inform with the 
attempts of the programs to only introduce changes in computer” the simplest method of turning off or 
changing the level of UAC protection - through “the control panel in Windows 7 and Vista” let us 
examine it in more detail.

Settings for Windows 7

First of all you will need Administrator rights.

Go to “START” – “Search” type in UAC then run the program

In the opened window you can change the settings by simply moving the slider.

Set up the slider on second position from bottom and press ok.

That’s all your UAC settings has been changed.

Settings for Windows Vista

Go to Start-Control Panel – User and Accounts 

Uncheck the UAC (User Account Control) and press OK

Reboot your PC

UAC is now of, we recommend to install an antivirus software.

You can also use the Microsoft security essential software, it is free for licensed windows users.

You can get in from the official Microsoft website.
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